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Grammatical Features of the Third Grade "Reading Book" Texts 
 

Tadjibayeva Nilufar Gayratjon qizi 

Kokand State Pedagogical Institute 1st stage master 

--------------------------------------------------------------***------------------------------------------------------------- 
We have developed recommendations for getting acquainted with the popular scientific text of Dilfuza 

Kamoljonova "Happy Holidays" in the section "Mother is one, the motherland is one" in the third grade 

textbook, to share experiences. 

The purpose of the lesson:  

1. To inform students about the Independence Day of our country - the Republic of Uzbekistan. 

2. To reveal the importance of independence in the development of our country. 

3. Enrich students' perceptions of the development of Uzbekistan. 

4. Educate students to be brave, courageous, honest, generous, caring people like our scholars. 

Lesson type. New knowledge, popular science _ _ works to be studied lesson. 

Dars me todi . Explanatory reading, conversation, mental attack me todi . 

Darsning jihozi. Of our scholars portr e ti, allomalar for built mausoleum , x otira area , martyrs cemetery 

described pictures . 

Organizational section _ Class collected mat e riallar based on be. Class to the center I. A. Karimov's picture 

is placed. 

Class a part Andijan, one part Fergana, a part Margilan , a part is divided into Kokand . Har these names to 

the t e pas of one write hanging is placed. His under these cities live creation e tgan our scholars , the state 

dignitaries , poets and authors , in general famous tari x iy of sha x s portraits _ _ hangs , under names , did 

works or words is written for them built tombs described pictures is placed . 

Darsning go _ Republic of Uzbekistan _ _ _ State anthem is sung. From the anthem then students x or, 

“Independence strengthen own our contribution to add we promise.” _ _ _ _ _ _ 

Spiritual courage is the greatest courage. We must understand the concept of "spiritual courage." Spiritual 

courage is a characteristic of all mankind and should be possessed by all of us. What should be the human 

qualities capable of spiritual courage? The criteria of true heroism were set by our ancestors. Devotion is a 

proof of a great heart and a strong will. Devotion is a high quality. Academician Yahyo Gulyamov, People's 

Poet Zulfiya, Hero of Uzbekistan Ozod Sharafutdinov will tell stories about their exemplary life and work. 

Selfless people are the pride and joy of the people. It is everyone’s duty to live with a sense of spiritual 

courage. Independence is the greatest spiritual courage of our people. Spirituality is a continuous process. 

The continuous path of spiritual growth is traversed by us. Constant striving for spiritual growth is the path of 

a patriotic citizen of Uzbekistan. The people are a caravan on a great and glorious path. 

Preparing students to read the work. Travel around the class. 

Teacher: - Today we are going on a trip to historical cities. You will be divided into 4 groups and go to 

historic cities. Each group thoroughly studies the scholars who lived in the city they visited, their opinions, 

and historical monuments. Then he talks about it. 
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Pupils are divided into groups "Andijan", "Fergana", "Margilan", "Kokand". 

Conversation about travel. 

 Andijan group, what did you learn during the trip? 

 "Fergana" group, what was your impression of the trip? 

 What secrets did Margilan keep in this city? 

 What is your impression of Kokand group, scholars, masters, historical buildings of this city? 

The teacher summarizes the students' answers and asks, "What day did August 31, 1991, go down in history?" 

asks the question. 

Introduction to the work. Before the teacher expressively reads the work, “I read the work. You listen 

carefully, and then I will ask questions about the text. ” 

If it is the greatest school in the world, the most honorable of the professions is teaching and coaching. 

Islam Karimov, from the book "High spirituality is an invincible force." 

Independence means the freedom and liberty that our ancestors have been waiting for for many years. 

Independence is free thinking, independent action ... 

After the teacher reads the text expressively, he asks the students difficult words: generation, ancestor, perfect, 

interpreting the symbolic words and retelling the text. 

Students are taught first in chorus and then inwardly. After a selective reading, a re-statement is made. 

It is not easy for students to retell a popular science text as a plot work or poem, so when retelling a popular 

science text, keep in mind the following: it is necessary to allow the reader to use the terms in the text as much 

as possible or to use their synonyms. 

Below is a linguistic analysis of the text “Happy Holidays” for the teacher. 

Lexical analysis of the text. 

A total of 126 words were involved in the text, with some words used 2-3 times, and the number of words 

used once was 100. The word "independence" is used 5 times, the words "Uzbekistan", "independent", "own", 

"own", "3", "symbols", "Republic", "this", "this", "2" are used 2 times. 

Identify key words in the text: 

1. Arabic words: school, generation, ancestor, free, thought, history, original, case, science, education, 

culture, art, page, announcement, attention, letter, people, country, movement, state, symbol, anthem, law , 

perfect. 

2. Persian words: child, homeland, building, profession, country. 

3. English words: sports. 

4. Latin words: August, republic, September, army. 

5. Polish word: coat of arms. 
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Morphological features of the text. 

Words belonging to the category of horses: September, year, August, generation, ancestor, army, holiday, 

flag, homeland, coat of arms, state, world, youth, opportunities, years, key, future, eye, legislation, day, 

culture, anthem, field , in our country, independence, prestige, gold, symbols, Uzbekistan, Republic, art, 

pages, quality, field, sports, history, education, place, science, movement, letters, status, freedom, borders, 

door, announcement, attention, country . 

Words belonging to the category of quality: rich, original, broad, glorious, strong, perfect, independent, 

strong, popular, possessive, free. 

Words belonging to the number category: first, thirty-first, one thousand nine hundred and ninety first. 

Words belonging to the category of rhymes: this, the whole, you, he, his, this. 

Words belonging to the category of verbs: to take care of, to preserve, to mark, to give, to give, to begin, to 

be, to be, to mean, to be written, to deliver, to come, to be done, to do, to expect, to celebrate, to reveal 

Words belonging to the Ravish category: pupil, many, early. 

Auxiliary words: with, due, for. 

Words belonging to the category of connectives: and, because. 

Modal word: necessary. 

Analyze the syntactic properties of the text. 

Let your holiday be a celebration - a simple sentence according to the amount of grammatical bases, a simple 

sentence according to the amount, a command sentence according to the purpose of expression, consisting of 

possessive and participle. 

Independence is the freedom and liberty that our ancestors have been waiting for for many years. 

Independence is free thinking, independent action - a simple sentence, a simple sentence, a participle, a 

participle, a hyphen, a participle, a participle, a participle, a participle, a participle, a participle, a participle, a 

participle, a participle, a participle. 

Preserving the rich history like the apple of an eye, preserving it, passing it on to future generations in its 

original form - a simple sentence, a simple sentence, a well-organized, well-spoken sentence, the comma after 

the word care is misused. 

Owners of Tomorrow - The golden key that opens the door to opportunities for you young people in science, 

education, culture, sports and the arts - a simple sentence, a simple sentence, a one-piece sentence with the 

owner down, a filler organized, a word sentence, a hyphen used to identify the filler. 

August 31, 1991 was written in golden letters in the pages of the history of our country. Because on this day, 

the independence of the Republic of Uzbekistan was declared - a joint statement, a joint statement with a case, 

a statement with a reason, a statement. 

September 1, 1991 was marked as the Independence Day of the Republic of Uzbekistan - a simple statement, 

a simple statement, a statement. 

From this day, September 1 is widely celebrated throughout the country as a national holiday - a simple word, 

a simple word, a word. 
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For a country to be independent, it must have its own state symbols - flag, coat of arms, anthem, square, 

strong borders, army - used to distinguish the cohesive parts of a simple sentence, a simple sentence, a 

possessive, a pronoun, a hyphen. 

Independent Uzbekistan is a state with its own state symbols, a strong army and perfect legislation - a simple 

statement, a simple statement, a complementary organization, a statement. 

Thanks to independence, our country has been recognized by the world, it has gained its place, its prestige - a 

joint statement, a joint statement without a link, a statement. 

The above information and recommendations are for the teacher, and a teacher who draws enough 

conclusions will teach the student analysis in a simple and understandable way . 
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